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February to April 2018 Newsletter

“Kāhore taku toa i te toa takitahi, he
toa takitini”
We cannot succeed without the
support of those around us
The voice of those affected by brain injury
Te reo o ngaa taangata i paangia i te mate roro

Kindest
By Nikita Gill

All the broken people
I know
Are also the kindest.
I guess when you have
been through terrible
suffering
you do not want anyone
else
to have to endure it.

Our mission
To raise awareness
and
promote
prevention of brain
injury;
Brain Injury
Waikato
empowers
people and families
affected
by
brain
injury
through
the
provision of advocacy,
support
and
education.

Especially
when
you
know
from experience
how good a person
can be at hiding it.

Report from Dr Kelly Jones Page 2
Feedback about follow
up assessments for BIONIC
and BIONIC8 studies
Report from Marion Page 3
What every survivor wants
you to understand Page 4
Get a better understanding of
life with a brain injury
We have turned 30 & Brain Injury
Awareness Page 5
Join our celebration on Friday,
23 March. Get involved
with Awareness events
Membership renewals due Pg 5

Time to renew or join
Thank you for your support Pg 5
A big THANK YOU to
funders, sponsors and supporters.
Social events Page 6
Ways to socialise with
others, including joining our
new combined choir

“Bringing together
those in need with
those who wish to
give”

What has been happening at
the office Page 7
Fundraising/donating Page 7
Ways you can support us
Membership/donation Page 8
Your contribution impacts lives
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LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
Like us on Facebook and
connect with like minded
people from around the
World!
BrainInjuryWaikato

Research Report
Dr Kelly Jones, Senior
Research
Fellow,
National Institute of
Stroke and Applied
Neurosciences,
AUT
University

better individualise treatment
strategies, and the need for
better understanding of the
numbers of people affected
by TBI and health economic
data to inform prevention
programmes and health care
policies.
The commission and related
papers are available open
access
at
http://www.thelancet.com/c
ommissions/traumatic-braininjury

Happy New Year to you all! It
is looking like another exciting
year ahead.
Attention on Traumatic Brain
Injury (TBI) continues to rapidly
grow at an international level
with a milestone publication
recently featured in The
Lancet
Neurology.
The
development
of
the
commission issue involved
more than 300 clinicians and
researchers
worldwide,
including Associate Professor
Alice Theadom and Professor
Valery
Feigin
from
our
research institute at AUT
University.
The
Lancet
Neurology
Commission
highlights
priorities
and
recommendations
for
reducing
the
worldwide
burden of TBI. Key areas to
address
include
the
availability of evidence to
support treatment guidelines
and recommendations, to

On a more local note, the
team in Hamilton have been
busy contacting parents of
children who were identified
in the BIOINIC study some 7years ago now. The latest
round
of
follow-up
assessments is progressing
well. We continue to be
extremely grateful to the
families who so generously
share their experiences with
us.
Planning is also underway for
BIONIC8 – a follow-up study of
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all adults who were identified
in the original BIONIC study.
Follow-up assessments will
start in February 2018 and will
run through until March 2019.
This
research
has
been
funded by the Waikato
Medical Research Foundation
and will be led by Professor
Nicola
Starkey
at
the
University of Waikato. This next
stage of follow-up offers a
valuable
opportunity
to
examine
longer-term
outcomes of TBI.
I am also pleased to advise
that a manuscript reporting
child outcomes from the
BIONIC study has been
accepted for publication in
Journal of Primary Health
Care. This publication will
allow key messages to reach
the GP community who are
often the first port of call for
families of children who have
sustained a mild TBI. In
essence, findings from this
research
suggest
that
children’s recovery from mild
TBI continues beyond the
initial
6-months
following
injury.
Thank you for your on-going
interest in TBI research.
Kelly
Disclaimer
All care has been taken in the
preparation of this newsletter.
We disclaim any liability for
information contained within.
It is of a general nature and
to be used as a guide only.
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Report from
Liaison Officer
by Marion

Happy New Year - 2018.
It’s great to have the holiday
to do other things, such as
going to the beach. The
break always feels like longer
than 2 weeks!
We are back into it now.
Things are shaping up a bit
differently this year with the
30 year celebration of our
organisation and an earlier
Awareness in March, in line
with other regional branches
of Brain Injury NZ.

We would love to see you on
the 23 March at the office
Open Day (see page 5 for
more
details).
Clients,
families, Service Providers
and funders are invited
between 10.30 and 2.30.
There will be a Welcome at
10.30
and
a
pictorial
PowerPoint on our history.
If anyone would like to share
some kind words or would
like to write some reflections
on our service/ support,
please let us know. We have
a time slot for this; just prior to
cutting of a large cake at
11am
followed
by
refreshments and chat time.
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There is a national theme for
Awareness chosen by our
National Body. “Black Out for
Brain Injury” aims to draw
attention to the fact that you
don’t need to “black out” (a
term often used) to have a
concussion.
Wear a black
shirt to our Open Day to
support Brain Awareness.
As well as local events, we
would like to promote Brain
Injury Awareness in regional
towns.
Volunteers
are
needed for displays. We will
have a table set up with
information and homemade
goodies to sell. If you can
help us for an hour or two with
this or if you have any other
ideas, we would love to hear
from you. I will be talking
about this more at Support
Group meetings, which start
again in February.
Otorohanga
Wellbeing
Day
We will have a display to
promote
health
and
wellbeing services on the
day. See you there!!
When: Wednesday, 21
March
Where: The Otorohanga
Club,
107
Maniapoto
Street, Otorohanga.
Time: 10am - 4pm.

It is exciting to have the go
ahead
of
the
Waikato
Combined Neurological Choir
(page 5), thanks to funding,
the efforts of Shona How,
Music Therapist and support
from
neurological
service
organisations. This is open to
people who have attended
our singing group at the office
and anyone else who is
interested, There is a short
referral form that we have to
complete for Shona, so do let
us know in advance. There is
no requirement for a level of
ability. More important is an
interest in trying something
different and in having fun.
You will be well guided in this,
with Shona.
We have a great line up of
speakers and topics for our
Education Sessions (page 5).
We look forward to seeing
you here. Please feel free to
phone or email us with any
queries, or pop in for a chat.
Congratulations and thank
you for your support, to Pat
who is the winner of our
mystery prize for members.
Very Best wishes for 2018
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Five things every Brain Even reading or watching TV
Injury Survivor wants you causes our brains to fatigue.
to understand
We live with fear and anxiety
Our brains no longer work the
same
We
have
cognitive
deficiencies that don’t make
sense, even to us. Some of us
struggle to find the right word,
while others can’t remember
what they ate for breakfast.
People
who
don’t
understand, including some
close to us, get annoyed with
us and think we’re being
“flaky”
or
not
paying
attention. Which couldn’t be
further from the truth, we
have to try even harder to
pay
attention
to
things
because we know we have
deficiencies.
We suffer a great deal of
fatigue
We may seem “lazy” to those
who don’t understand, but
the reality is that our brains
need a LOT more sleep than
normal, healthy brains. We
also
have
crazy
sleep
patterns, sometimes sleeping
only 3 hours each night and
at other times sleeping up to
14 hours each night (these
nights
are
usually
after
exerting a lot of physical or
mental energy).
Every single thing we do,
whether physical or mental,
takes a toll on our brain. If we
go out to a crowded
restaurant with a lot of noise
and stimulation, we may
simply get overloaded and
need to go home and rest.

Many of us live in a constant
state of fear of hurting
ourselves again. For myself
personally, I have a fear of
falling on the ice, and of
hitting my head in general.
Others have a daily struggle
of even trying to get out of
bed in the morning. They are
terrified
of
what
might
happen next to them. These
are legitimate fears that many
survivors live with. For many, it
manifests into anxiety. Some
have such profound anxiety
that they can hardly leave
their home.
Every single thing we do,
whether
physical
or
mental, takes a toll on our
brain. Even reading or
watching TV causes our
brains to fatigue.
We deal with cronic pain
Many of us sustained multiple
injuries in our accidents. Once
the broken bones are healed,
and the bruises and scars
have faded, we still deal with
a lot of chronic pain. For
myself,
I
suffered
a
considerable amount of neck
and chest damage. This pain
is sometimes so bad that I am
not able to get comfortable
in bed to fall asleep. Others
have constant migraines from
hitting their head. For most of
us, a change in weather
wreaks all sort of havoc on
our bodies.

We often feel isolated and
alone
Because of all the issues I
stated above, we sometimes
have a hard time leaving the
house. Recently I attended a
get together of friends at a
restaurant. There were TVs all
over the room, all on different
channels. The lights were dim
and there was a lot of buzz
from all of the talking. I had a
very hard time concentrating
on what anyone at our table
was
saying,
and
the
constantly changing lights on
the TVs were just too much for
me to bear. It was sensory
stimulation overload. I lasted
about two hours before I had
to go home and collapse into
bed. My friends don’t see that
part. They don’t understand
what it’s like. This is what
causes many of us to feel so
isolated and alone. The
“invisible” aspect of what we
deal with on a daily basis is a
lonely struggle.
Zellmer, A. (2015, May 3). 5 Things Every
TBI Survivor wants you to understand
[Blog post] Retrieved from
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/amyzellmer/5-things-every-tbi-survivor-wantsyou-to-understand_b_6800984.html
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If you are available and
would like to help out at
community
displays
in
different
regions,
please
contact Ella to further discuss
this.
We are so excited about this
amazing milestone we have
achieved. We will have a
celebration at the office to
share this remarkable event.
We invite you to our Open
Day on 23 March to help raise
awareness of Brain Injury. You
are invited to attend any time
between 10:30am to 2:30pm.

We will start with a welcome
at 10:30am and a couple of
clients saying how they have
been supported throughout
the years.
Cake cutting will be at 11am.

March is
Awareness

Brain

Injury

The theme is “black out for
brain injury – you don’t need
to black out to have
concussion”.
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Our SINCERE THANKS to
all our funders, sponsors
and supporters

Brain injury does not
discrimate it can happen
to anyone - anytime –
anywehere.
We need your help to
support
people
and
families affected by brain
injury.
By becoming a
member or renewing your
membership, you make a
difference in the lives of the
people and families we
support.
We gratefully
accept donations of any
amount – your donation
will be put to good use.
Please complete the form
on page 8 of this newsletter
or
online
at
www.braininjurywaikato.org.
nz
Brain Injury Advocates
Staff members are advocates
for clients. No one else can
represent
clients
in
an
advocacy role or use the
name of the organisation for
other purposes not approved
by the Board. Consultation
with staff is recommended for
any suggestions made by
other brain injured people for
treatment of a brain injury.

4Good NZ, A-Lectrics, C1
South, D.V. Bryant Trust,
Donny Charitable Trust,
Grassroots Trust, Hamilton
City Council, Hinuera-Te Poi
Lions Club, Jumble Around
Inc Cambridge, Len
Reynolds Trust, Ministry of
Health, Nicholson United
Autos Morrinsville, NZ
Community Post, Oosh
Cambridge, Page
Charitable Trust; Suzuki NZ,
The Norah Howell Charitable
Trust, Waikato Lyceum
Charitable Trust, Waikato
Provincial Rural Women NZ,
Waikato WDFF Karamu Trust
Thank you to everyone who
has given a donation, but for
privacy reasons cannot be
named.
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SOCIAL EVENTS

Cambridge
3rd Tuesday of each month
at 10:30am at Cambridge
Community
House,
193
Shakespeare Street.
Kirikiriroa
Last Tuesday of each month
at 10:30am at the office, 11
Somerset Street, Frankton,
Hamilton
Morrinsville
2nd Tuesday of each month
at 10:30am at Morrinsville
Community
House,
43
Canada Street, Morrinsville.
People from surrounding
areas are welcome.
Tokoroa
2nd Thursday of each month
at 10:30am at Tolloch
House, Gate One, Maraetai
Road, Tokoroa.
FEEDBACK /SUGGESTIONS
We welcome your suggestions
or feedback. We want this
organisation to work for you.
Please forward feedback to
Ella at
admin@braininjurywaikato.org.nz
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Horsebirds over Waikato
A social group for women
who have a brain injury and
a love of horses in common.
Please contact the office if
you are interested.
Education sessions with
Healthcare Rehabilitation
Sessions for clients, families,
carers, & anyone interested
in the topic of brain injury.
February: Wednesday, 14th
Topic: Ongoing recovery
after brain injuries
Vanessa, a parent, will share
her son’s long journey to
obtain quality of life and
improvements made with
hyperbaric oxygen therapy.
March: Wednesday, 14th
Topic: Mental Health
Wellbeing
Sue
O'Donnell,
Business
Development Manager at
Progress to Health will talk
about the best ways to
ensure you manage your
mental wellbeing.
April: Wednesday, 11th
Topic: Fatigue
Sarah Lillas, Occupational
Therapist from Focus on
Potential, will talk about the
results from her masters on
fatigue and brain injury and
strategies to manage it.
Information
about
these
sessions and meetings are
available on our website.
If you wish to go on the
mailing list to receive any of
the notices, please contact
Ella on 07 8391191 or email
admin@braininjurywaikato.org.nz

Waikato Combined
Neurological Choir (WCNC)
We are excited to announce
that funding was obtained
for the running of this
combined choir.
Weekly meetings start in
February
and
will
be
facilitated by Shona How,
Registered Music Therapist –
come along to enjoy the
benefits. No meetings during
the school holidays.
When: Tuesday, 13 February
Where: Dementia Waikato,
25
Rifle
Range
Road,
Dinsdale
Time: 10:30am
Entrance fee: $3 (If paying
the fee is the problem,
please talk to Ella)
Please contact the office if
you are interested in joining
the choir.
Yoga sessions
Every Thursday at 11:30am
at the office, starting on
1
February.
Please
contact us to go on the
reminder mailing list. .
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Fundraising

What we have been up to
the end of last year:

Give a Little
We are registered with
givealittle.
Please support
our work by donating at
www.givealittle.co.nz/org/br
aininjuryw

Our great looking sign outside the
office – in case you haven’t seen it
before

Celebration of life for Earl
Hopkins: 8 May 1955 –
19 October 2017.
We have fond memories of
Earl. Earl was a founding
and life member of this
organisation.
We always
enjoyed having him around
with his wicked sense of
homour.

Please note our Give a Little
page has a different name
Example of Earl’s sense of homour

We thank everyone who
came to share with us on the
day. We shared laughter
and tears.

Why not consider donating
through payroll giving? Your
employer deducts a set
amount from your wages
and pay it directly to us. My
sincere thanks to people
who are currently donating
this way.

First Aid Kits
Group photo of people at service

End of year BBQ

End of year BBQ – group photo

Earl on his bike – out and about

Volunteer badge

Our cooks, Steve and Karl with
tester Steve

77 Piece first aid kit - $39.95
You can still order your kit
from the office today. We
get $12 for each kit sold. This
77 item kit has transparent
fold-out compartments
including a digital
thermometer and instant ice
pack. This kit is CE approved
and follows Worksafe NZ
guidelines. View this first aid
kit at the office, or online at
www.fundraisingfirstaid.co.nz
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11 Somerset Street, Frankton

PO Box 1168, Hamilton, 3240

Phone: (07) 839 1191

Fax: (07) 839 5648

Email: admin@braininjurywaikato.org.nz
Website: www.braininjurywaikato.org.nz
www.facebook.com/BrainInjuryWaikato
www.givealittle.co.nz/org/braininjuryw

CC 23785
NEW MEMBERSHIP / RENEWAL
We encourage you to support our work
Brain Injury Waikato empowers people and families affected by brain injury through
the provision of advocacy, support and education to make informed choices in ways
that create a long-term and sustainable difference in their lives. We also raise
awareness and promote prevention of brain injury in the community.
I wish to become a member

$ 10

(Students, beneficiaries, seniors)

I wish to become a member

$ 50

(individuals waged)

I wish to give a donation $10

$20

$30

$ ___

(other)

Payment by Direct Deposit into SBS bank account no 03-1355-0691730-00. Please
use your name as reference. All donations over $5, are tax deductible. You can claim
33% of all donations made. We provide help to complete the ‘Tax credit claim form’ at
the end of the financial year.

Name:………………………………………………………………………..……….……..
Address:……………………………………………………………………..….…..……..
Contact numbers:…………………………….…………………………………………
Email address:……………..…………………………………………………………….
YOUR MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION MAKES A DIFFERENCE IN THE
LIVES OF PEOPLE WE SUPPORT

